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Expression Paris 2013 is programmed with sessions and events that support the attendees in 
discovering the bridge between fine art and graphic design. Paris, France has been historically 
known for its innovative, exuberant art scene and prolific artists. Parisian poster design is a perfect 
example of an art form that crossed the lines between fine art and design. Early poster designs were 
printed using a hand technique of stone or metal plates with a smooth surface through a process 
called lithography. This process dates back to Japanese woodblock prints. Parisian poster 
designers/artists were strongly influenced by the woodblock print technique as evidenced in Henri 
de Toulouse-Lautrec’s earlier print work. These artists adapted many types of printmaking 
techniques to give the artwork a handmade quality. Poster design transformed the streets of Paris 
into an art gallery, thus giving birth to what we consider modern advertising. It’s hard to imagine 
cities without posters. Housing the conference in Paris, creates a perfect opportunity to take in the 
atmosphere of the city and celebrate its rich history and culture.  
 
During this conference I want the audience to gain knowledge of the innovative printmaking 
techniques of the early pioneers of Parisian poster design, and to discover how these techniques 
became a bridge between fine art and graphic design. Through the conference events and 
workshops, the audience will learn various printmaking processes utilized in poster design as well 
as how posters can successfully tell a story. Through hands on making, the attendees will gain an 
appreciation for the skill and knowledge necessary to create a successful poster design solution and 
communication message. These workshops will also incorporate collaborative opportunities 
between all creative types, to produce artful solutions to their conceived poster design as well as 
break the traditional boundaries of art making and design. 
 
My conference brand system incorporates a bold expressive brand mark that becomes the focal 
point of the campaign. I used a simple bold font with extended ascenders and descenders to serve 
as windows for revealing imagery that tells the visual history of Parisian poster design. The color 
palette includes rich bold colors adapted from the beautiful historic Parisian posters. The unique 
and interactive folds on the Program Guide also mimic the window feeling aesthetic of the brand 
mark and support the conference brand message. The promotional poster series bridges the bold 
graphic brand mark with an organic overlay of images to represent the fine arts. Each poster in the 
series serves a different purpose, informational and promotional. My intent was to send the posters 
before the conference to get people interested in coming.  
 
The goal for determining the topic and city for my thesis evolved as a result of my hands-on passion 
for art and love of digital design. Being a graphic designer. Selecting my topic of poster design in 
Paris France enabled me to intently research an amazing city while discovering the bridge between 
the artful poster design techniques of Parisian poster designers as well as the rich culture, history, 
geography, and technology of this dynamic city. This project has expanded my creative thinking 
about ways to integrate fine art methodologies with graphic design processes and thinking.  
 
 


